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BE TO  B. WARDER
was called as a witness and, having been first duly sworn, was
examined and testified as follows:
EXAMIN TION BY PLAINTIFF'S COUNSEL:
BY MR. HURON:
Q. Could you state your name, please.
A. Benton B. Warder.
Q. Your address, Mr. Warder?
A. 4728 Old Dominion Drive, Arlington, Virginia.
Q. Have you reviewed your files to see whether you
have any notes at all relating in any way to Ann Hopkins?
A. I have.
Q. Do you have any?
A. No, sir.
Q. What is your present position?
A. Partner with Price Waterhouse.
Q. Could you briefly describe your educational
background and then career with Price Waterhouse or any other
work in the interim.
A. I have a BS in accounting fro  the University of
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Illinois. I joined Price Waterhouse in June of 1957 in
Chicago on the audit staff. I spent   after a year with the
firm, I spent three years in the Air Force as a data
processing officer.
I rejoined the firm in 1961 on the Management
Consulting Staff. I have been on that staff ever since.
Q Is that the staff that at that time  as known as
M S and is now MCS?
A. That is correct.
Q hich offices have you served in in the Management
Consulting Staff?
A. Initially, Chicago, then Milwaukee.
Q. When in Milwaukee?
A. Milwaukee in 1965 and 1975.
Q. Then?
A. Then to OGS.
Q Just for the record, OGS being the Office of
Government Services here in  ashington?
A. That is correct.
Q. You have been at OGS ever since?
A. Since 1975.
Q. When did you become a partner?
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Q. Can you describe how the partnership process
worked at the time that you became a partner, how you learned
that -- or whether you learned you were under consideration  
what you knew about the process and how you were advised that
you had been admitted?
A. The process then was somewhat different than it is
now and I really cannot speak to it with complete candor. All
I know is hearsay.
Essentially, people were proposed on the floor of
the partner  eeting, which was held in Seaview, New Jersey, at
that point in time.
I was notified of the admission by a phone call
from the PIC shortly after that meeting.
Q. There was an annual partner meeting?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. How many partners were there then, roughly?
A. Two hundred and twenty-five.
Q. So, it is about a third of the size it is today?
A. That is correct.
Q. What was your role in OGS, initially, when you
first came?
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A. I originally came to head up the firm's state and
local government activities as chairman of that industry
specialist group.
Q. Did you have staff under you?
. Yes, sir.
Q. How many staff members?
A. Well, it varied, but it was modest in size from
three to five.
Q. How long did you stay in charge of that group,
state and local?
A. Until June of 1980.
Q. Who were some of the people working for you?
A. Ed Chait, Richard DeRoberts, Eric Tone. I do not
recall all of them. Bill Huggins.
Q. These people were then managers or consultants or
where they partners? What was their status  
A. No. They were a combination of managers and
consultants.
Q. Among the four individuals that you named, have
any of them subsequently become partners with the firm?
A. No, sir.
Q. Do you know if any of them were ever proposed?
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A. Yes, they were.
Q. Which ones? All of them?
A. Ed Chait.
Q. How do you spell that?
A. C-h-a-i-t.
Q. Were any of the others proposed?
A. No, sir.
Q. Are any of the  still with the firm as far as you
know?
A. Mr. Chait is.
Q. What sort of projects were you engaged in in that
period, 1975 to 1980?
A. Primarily projects to support practice offices in
two regards: One in marketing work to state and local
government, proposal efforts; and, secondly, support from a
technical standpoint.
In other words, these people were all specialists
in various areas of state and local government operations as
well as accounting and auditing.
Q. Would it be accurate to say that your staff was
not going out and developing business on its own, but rather
it was supporting other   actices and practice offices in the
Diversified Reporting Services, Inc.


























business that they had?
A. Well, I do not know that I totally understand
that. When you say, "on our own," proposals from state and
local government would normally go to the responsible practice
office someplace in the country that was close to that
location.
Then they would call us and we would provide
support, in many cases, the whole marketing effort.
Q. Just briefly was Larry McClure also on your staff
at one point?
A. He was for a brief period of ti e.
Q. Did he become a partner?
A. No, sir. He is still with the firm.
Q. Was he proposed?
A. No, sir.
Q. What were som  of the projects that were brought
in as a result of your staff's efforts over that five year
period?
A. Well, the  
Q. Some of the larger ones?
A. Well, the initial work for the State of Missouri,
a major project for the City of Philadelphia, several large
Diversified Reporting Services, Inc.


























projects for the State of Florida, the financial accounting
system for the City of Greensboro, audit of Dade County.
Q. What volume of annual billings are we talking
about for these projects, roughly? I know it has been a
while.
A. Well, the total state and government M S or MCS
practice was around 250,000 hours in the Fiscal Year ending in
1979. Now, that would be probably $15 million.
Q.  ow, when you say the total, do you mean your
office or nationwide or  
A. I am speaking nationwide.
Q. What happened in 1980? You said you were in the
role of heading up the state and local practice office until
1980. What happened then?
A. In 1980, I switched over to become a partner in
the Federal Government Division of OGS and the State and Local
Government Industry Specialist function left OGS, as such.
Q. Why did that occur?
A. It occurred for two reasons: One, there was
strong feeling that an audit partner should head that up as an
industry specialist. In fact, I was the only MSC partner to
head up the Industry Specialist Group.
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The thought was that we would decentralize because
of the size of that practice, decentralize to a regional level
the sort of support activities that I was dealing with.
Q. What that decision made at the time that Mr. Beyer
became Partner-in-Charge of the OGS office?
. It was after that -- no, it was prior to when Tom
became Partner-in-Charge.
Q. How much before? Do you know?
. It was done in June of 1980 and Tom took over in
February of 1981.
Q.  hat have your responsibilities been as a partner
in the Federal Government Division?
A. Well, I, like all the other partners in that
group, you know, respond to various RFPs from the Federal
Government and conduct, in my particular case, large systems
related engagements for the Federal Government.
Q. What are some examples of those?
A. The payroll system for the U.S. Army civilians;
the payroll system for the U.S. Navy civilians; the payroll
system for the Department of the Treasury; and. Financial
Reporting System for the U.S. Navy.
Q. In each of those, have you serve  as the
Diversified Reporting Service , Inc.




























Q. Do you recall when you first met Ann Hopkins?
A. I do not recall precisely. I am sure that I met
or became acquainted with Ann shortly after she joined the
firm and being in the same office we would have so e
acquaintanceship, but I cannot remember precisely the time.
Q. Do you recall the first time that you worked with
her on any project with any degree of closeness so that it
sticks out in your memory?
A. Yes, it would be on the State Department proposal
effort.
Q. Is that what is sometimes called FMS-1?
A. I do not  now what all your jargon is, but, yes,
that was the first part of FMS.
Q. When was that?
A. It would have been in the spring of 1980.
Q. You know that Ms. Hopkins was proposed for
partnership in August of 1982?
A. Yes.
Q. Focussing on the roughly two years plus period
between the spring of 1980 and August of 1982, did you work
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with her on anything besides the initial stage of FMS?
A. No.
Q. That was the only thing?
A. Well, I made reference to the proposal. I also
worked with her on the engagement initially.
Q. So, both on the proposal aspect and the
engagement?
A. That is correct.
Q. Those were the only two times on which you had
worked with her up to August of 1982?
A. That is correct.
Q. Can you just briefly describe what was entailed
first in the proposal effort and then in the engagement effort
and then I will want to ask you a few questions about each
component.
A. The proposal effort I helped on putting together
the understanding of the problem and that was really the
extent of my involvement there except for the proposal orals,
in other words, the oral interview before the reward of the
contract. I participated in and led that effort.
Q. Looking at that, just the proposal effort, what
was Ann Hopkins' role?
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A. She was responsible for the overall proposal
development.
Q. What did that entail?
A. Putting together all the pieces that go into a
comprehensive proposal.
Q. To what extent were you working with her during
this process, when she was in charge of the overall proposal
development effort?
A.  ell, as I indicated, I had one particular piece,
understanding the problem, and I worked very independently and
then turned that over to Ann for inclusion in the proposal.
Q. What was her contribution to the proposal
development effort? How was it done?
A. Pardon me?
Q. You said that Ms. Hopkins was responsible for the
proposal development effort, the overall effort, as I
understood what you were saying.
A. That is correct.
Q. I wanted to ask how she did at it.
A. Well, satisfactorily, I guess, is the best answer.
Q. You mean, because you got it?
A. Yes.
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Q. Did she participate in the orals?
A. Yes.
Q.  hat  id she do there?
A.  ell, I was the proposed project partner and she
was the proposed project manager, so both of us participated
in the orals, which was essentially a very brief sum arization
of the proposal content and then a question and answer period.
Q. Did the client, that is the State Department, has
her questions?
A. Yes.
Q. Did she respond?
A. Yes.
Q. Could you describe
Hopkins' participation, in
negotiations?
her participation, that is Ann
the costing and the cost
A. I have no knowledge of that.
Q. Can we get the time frame down during with the
proposal effort is taking place?
A. It was the spring of 1980. I do not recall the
specifics of the submission date. I believe it was either in
April or May.
Q. Was it a relatively short time period, a month.
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Q. With respect to the proposal development effort,
did you ever counsel  nn Hopkins with respect to her work or
her performance, anything else?
A. I did not.
Q. Why not?
A. I was not responsible for the proposal as such,
Mr. Beyer was. I was helping out on component piece of it.
Q. How about moving on to the actual engagement, when
did that begin?
A. Some time in June, as I recall.
Q. What was Ms. Hopkins' role at that point?
A. She was the engagement project manager.
Q. Your role?
A. I was the engagement project partner.
Q. How long did you continue in that role?
A. Until October or November of 1980.
Q. Why did you leave at that time?
A. I was requested to leave because there were
allegations that the client had requested that.
Q. What did you learn about what had happened?
Diversified Reporting Services, Inc.


























A. Well, we -- Ann did not treat as typically an
engagement partner is treated. She continually went around
me. She continually failed to discuss matters of strategy
with me. She continually would not accept my guidance and
direction.
It was quite typical for her to come into my
office and throw a work product on my desk and say, "You have
five minutes to review it and by the way, I've already cleared
it with Beyer."
In all my experience in working with staff people,
that was probably the worst in terms of responsiveness to any
sort of leadership I tried to display.
Q. Are you saying that first of all she did not keep
you informed as to what was going on?
A. That is correct.
Q. She did not send you memos in terms of what was
happening on the project?
A. She papered the wall with memos, but that was not
very meaningful. In other words, what was really going on  as
more important.
Q. Than the paper?
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Q. What is an example of something that was really
going on that was not reflected in a memorandum that she gave
you?
A.  ell, there was continual conversation with the
client in terms of the COTR which I certainly was not fully
aware of during the course of that project.
Q. Could you be more specific? For the record, what
is COTR?
A. Contract Officer's Technical Representative.
Q. That is the State Department's contracting
officer?
A. Yes.
Q. Could you be specific about the conversations you
are talking about or about  
A. I cannot be specific on date or anything like
that. It is just that things would come out of the blue that
had obviously been discussed earlier on.
Q. Come out of the blue from where?
A. At a later point in time in an after-the-fact
setting.
Q. I take it when you say she made end runs around
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you to Beyer that he knew what was happening?
A. I am not totally sure of that.
Q. He knew that he was clearing things?
A. Apparently. I do not know.
Q. Did you ever speak to Mr. Beyer about any of this?
A. Yes, we had several conversations.
Q. When?
A. During the course of that period.
Q. What did you say?
A. Well, I expressed my unhappiness with Ann's
behavior and performance.
Q. What did he say?
A. He supported Ann.
Q. Do you believe that Ann Hopkins was responsible
for your -- I mean, do you personally feel that she was
responsible for your leaving that FMS-1 project?
A. I do not know.
Q. Has that thought crossed your mind?
A. It has.
Q. Is it something you sort of suspected at times?
A. Yes.
Q. Have you thought at all about what that might have
Diversi ied Reporting Service , Inc.


























meant? I mean, ho  she would have done it?
. I think it was probably very easy to do at that
point in time. It was early on in the project. The client
had a great deal of confidence in Ann.
I think that all she would have had to do was
plant a few seeds and that word could have come back.
Q. This is something you thought on occasion?
A. I was aware that that could have happened.
Q. Do you have any independent reason to believe
that, in fact, it did happen?
A. I do not.
Q. I take it after -- let me go back a minute.
During the period we have been discussing, when you served as
engagement partner on the actual engagement of FMS-1, did you
ever counsel Ms. Hopkins about any aspects of her performance
or anything else?
A. Yes. I confronted her with not keeping me
informed and other aspects of the engagement.
Q. When you say other aspects of the engagement, what
are you referring to?
A. Technical aspects. Meeting agendas that I did not
agree with.
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Q. Can you give an example of something where you
believe that that was a problem on the technical side?
A. Well, I remember one specific meeting in which  nn
insisted on the agenda and it turned out that my agenda would
have been much more appropriate.
Q. Now, you said that you don't have any independent
reason to believe that, in fact -- to support, I believe,
that, in fact, Ann Hopkins sabotaged you, if you will. Do you
think that she did? Do you believe that she did?
A. I do not know.
Q. But you have occasionally thought that she did?
A. That is correct.
Q. Between November of 1980, when you left FMS-1, and
again looking at the August 1982 date, when Ms. Hopkins was
proposed as a partner, did you work with her on any other
projects?
A. No.
Q. Putting aside projects as such, are there any
other ways in which partners and staff within Price Waterhouse
get to know one another on a more than merely casual basis?
A. Well, to the extent that there are social
activities, to the extent that you are continually rubbing
Diver ified Departing Services, Inc.

























shoulders in the hallway.
Q. Do you have firm meetings at OGS or education
seminars or things like that that people might attend
together?
A. Oh, certainly.
Q. Do you recall having any significant dealings with
nn Hopkins in any of those types of settings?
A. I do not.
Q.  ould it be accurate to say that as of, again,
August of 1982 , your only real relationship with her was as a
result of the FMS-1 proposal and the engagement?
A. Well, there was a continuing role on the
engagement. In other words, while I did not act as project
partner, I did provide some technical input, particularly from
an accounting standpoint to that engagement and sat in on some
meetings when the project was being reviewed.
Q. So that even after November of 1980, you are
saying that you continued to have some involvement from a
technical perspective on the FMS-1 engagement?
A. That is correct.
Q. How many meetings, roughly, would you say that you
sat in on during the course of the next 18 months on FMS-1?
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A. Oh, maybe five.
Q. What was the extent of your involvement with  nn
Hopkins during that period?  ould you meet with her
personally? Would you see her during the meetings? Would you
send her memos? What kind of  
A. I would see her during the metings.
Q. Was there anything noteworthy about her
performance or your relationship with her during those
meetings you just mentioned?
A. No.
Q. At any point after you left the engagement in
November of 1980, the FMS-1 engagement, again, up through
August of 1982, did you ever counsel Ann Hopkins about
anything?
A. Not to my knowledge.
Q. Do you recall whether you ever wrote a written
evaluation?
A. I did not.
Q. Now, in -- do you recall that in roughly July of
1982 there was a meeting of the OGS partners to discuss who
was going to be proposed from the office for partnership and
decided to propose Fred Pshyk, Henry Lum and Ann Hopkins?
Diversified Reporting Services, Inc.



























Q. Did you attend that meeting?
A. I did.
Q. Was it one meeting or more than one? Do you
recall?
A. I do not recall. I think there were several.
Q. Do you recall when they were?
A.  as it July as best you can remember?
A. To the best of my knowledge, yes.
Q. Now, at that point   I a  just speaking overall
in terms of the candidates that you knew were proposed for
partners in the preceding few years, that is 1982 and going
back three or four years, where would you have put Ann Hopkins
generally? The top half or the bottom half?
A. Bottom half.
Q. Why?
A. Well, I felt that she had severe weaknesses
particularly as it related to her relationships with others.
Q. By "others" are you talking about clients?
A. I am talking primarily about staff.
Q. Just so we are clear on this, when you say "staff"
do you mean everyone at Price Waterhouse or the staff as
Diversified Reporting Services, Inc.































I would say both the staff and the partners.
But not clients?








Did you not say a few minutes ago that the State
really liked her?
I did not say that.
hen she was working as the engage ent manager?
No, I did not say that.
I guess the record will have to show what it
shows.
MR. HURON: I would like to have this marked for
identification as Exhibit No. 1.
(Warder Deposition Exhibit No. 1
was marked for identification.)
BY MR. HURON:
Q. Mr. Warder, what has been marked for
identification as Exhibit 1 to this deposition is Ann Hopkins
proposal for admission to partnership. Have you seen this
document previously?
A. Yes, sir.
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Q. How did the my unders anding is that you wrote
the first draft of this proposal. Is that right?
A. No, sir.
Q. You did not?
. I did not.
Q. You did not participate in the drafting process at
all?
A. I participated in a meeting where the draft was
reviewed by all the partners and everybody commented on it.
Q. Do you know who did write the draft?
A. I am not sure.
Q. Let me see if I understand the process.
Originally there is a partners meeting where it is decided
that Pshyk, Lum and Hopkins are going to be proposed. Is that
right? That is the first step? And then the drafts are
written after that?
A. No.
Q. Okay, how does it work?
A. The drafts are written prior to the decision of
who will ultimately be proposed.
Q. So, in your recollection then the drafts are sort
of working vehicles to aid the discussion in terms of deciding
Diversified De arting Services, Inc.
























ultimately who will be proposed?
A. In some measure, yes.
Q. You did have an opportunity to comment on the
draft before it went in final form?
. That is correct.
Q. I would like you to look at the third page of
Exhibit 1, which is a narrative. The last line on the page
and I am quoting says, "All the partners in the Office of
Government Services strongly support her candidacy and look
forward to her admission."
Mr.  arder, did you strongly support Ann Hopkins'
candidacy and look forward to her admission?
A. I supported her candidacy.
Q. Did you look forward to her admission?
A. I had mixed emotions in the sense that I felt that
all the partners should have an opportunity to co  ent on it
and view that.
Q. I am not sure that I follow you. I thought we
were talking   when you say a meeting in which the partners
were all commenting.
MR. SCHRADER: Is that a question?
THE WITNESS: I do not understand.
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MR. SCHRADER: I do not understand. Mr. Warder,
you can go ahead and answer, but  
MR. HURON: Okay, I will restructure it.
BY MR. HURON:
Q.  hen you said that you thought "all the partners
should have an opportunity to comment," what do you mean by
that?
A. We are selecting partners for the firm as a whole,
not just for the Office of Government Services.
Q. Right. So, when you say "all of the partners,"
you mean all of the partners at Price Waterhouse, not just in
OGS?
A. That is correct.
Q. I guess the question is did you thin  Ann Hopkins
should be admitted to partnership?
A. If I supported her candidacy, I felt that she
should be allowed to go through the process that makes that
determination.
Q. Right, but what did you personally feel about her?
A. As I indicated to you earlier, I had mixed
emotions.
Q. Did you tell your partners at OGS about your
Diversified Reporting Services, Inc.



























A. I expressed those views in that meeting.
Q. Did you make any comment about the fact that you
could not sign off on this last line that  e have been
discussing?
A. I supported her candidacy. Now, what drops out of
that process in terms of admission is .a decision that is made
by far more people than me.
Q. Of course, but whether or not you personally
supported her admission would have some bearing on whether or
not she is admitted. Is that not right?
A. Some bearing.
Q. You did not personally support her admission at
that time?
A. That is not what I said.
Q. Well, did you or did you not?
A. I said I had mixed emotions. I did not know how I
was going to fill out my long form when it came to that point
in time.
Q. Let's talk about the long form. You did   when
did you fill that out, do you recall?
A. September or October.
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Q. hat was your vote?
A. Pardon me?
Q. Ho  did you vote, "yes," "no," or "hol "?
A. "Hold."
Q. Can you explain why you voted "hold" at that
point?
A. Well, I felt in my own mind, looking at the
candidates as is described on the long form, in other words,
those candidates that were being proposed that year, plus
those candidates that had been admitted the past several years
and   that Ann was not of that caliber.
I also had certain reservations and certain
deficiencies that may have been correctable.
Q. Examples?
A.  ell, as I have indicated earlier, her whole
relationship, certainly as evidenced by the relationship that
I had had with her on a particular engagement, her bull in a
china shop type of acting around the office. The profanity,
the unprofessionalism that she exhibited.
he continual criticism of staff in the sense that
"their work is shitty," and in all the years I have known Ann
I have never heard her say anything nice about one person.
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I have heard her criticize everybody around her,
both staff working for her, as well as partners associated
with the project. It just was an automatic.
Q. I ta e it, from what you are saying, looking at
staff in terms -- you would say in terms of relationship to
the staff, she would be sort of down at the bottom of the
heap?
A. I think that is correct.
Q. She would not be accepted by the staff because of
that?
A. I do not know what that term means.
Q. Well, I am just using terms that I think are used
in some of the various evaluation forms and whether or not
somebody is accepted by staff as opposed to partners, as
opposed to clients. I assume that is what you are getting at
here. That is what I am asking.
A. I do not understand the term. The terms is too
broad. I mean, she just did not treat people in a
professional manner, neither the partners nor the staff. No ,
I cannot speak to the clients.
Q. Can you explain why you would have rated her in
the upper half in terms of staff relationships?
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A. I donot believe I did.
MR. HURON: Let's go off the record a moment.
(A short recess was taken.)
MR. HURON: On the record.
BY MR. HURON:
Q. Mr. Warder, I am not going to mark this for the
record, but I would like to show you a document which records,
among other things, your ratings that you gave to Ann Hopkins
and various attributes when you filled out the long form.
I am pointing -- and I have marked there   three
of them numbers: 32, 33 and 34, which on the long form itself
refer to acceptance by associates.
First, partners, 32; staff, 33; and, clients, 34.
Would you agree, just so we can get this on the record, that
this reflects that you rated Ann Hopkins in the third quartile
in terms of acceptance by partners, but in the second in terms
of acceptance by staff and clients?
A. Yes.
Q. Was there anybody below her in terms of acceptance
by partners?
A. I do not recall.
Q. You do not recall whether there was or you recall
Diversified Reporting Services, Inc.
























that there was but you do not recall who?
A. I do not recall whether there was.
Q. I began this line of questioning by asking, in
view of what you said about Ms. Hopkins a few minutes ago, why
you had rated her in the upper half in terms of the staff
element, which is Number 32 -- excuse me. Number 33 on the
form I was pointing to. You said you did not believe you had.
Now you see that you, in fact, did. Right?
A. That is correct.
Q. Can you explain why you did?
A. I cannot.
Q. That is the way you felt at the time?
A. I cannot tell you what was going through my mind
in 1982.
MR. HURO : I would like to have marked the
redacted version of some information that Price Waterhouse has
furnished us as Exhibit No. 2.
(Warder Deposition Exhibit No. 2
was marked for identification.)
MR. HURON: It contains a summary of long form
comments by a number of different individuals. I have deleted
the comments of other partners than yourselves and just
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Q. We are told that these comments, in this case let
me quote it, "While Hopkins has made a major contribution to
the firm, she still has a few rough spots which need to be
corrected." And then in parentheses "(Hold)."
We are told that these are verbatim comments. Do
you recall this or something like this was, in fact, the
comment you made?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. What was the major contribution that Ms. Hopkins
made to the firm in your estimation at that time?
A. The State Department engagement.
Q. What was the nature of her contribution to that
engagement?
A. Well, as we have already indicated, she played a
major role in the proposal effort and in the conduct of the
work.
Q. So, when you say "major contribution," you are
talking about both the proposal in the first place and in the
second place doing the work once the engagement starts up?
A. That is correct.
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Q. Anything else you had in mind under the term
"major contribution"?
A. No, sir.
Q. Then you go on to say she still has, and I am
quoting, "A few rough spots." What are those "few rough
spots"?
A.  ell, it goes back to my previous comments in
terms of her professionalism and her handling of interpersonal
relationships, primarily within the firm.
Q. When you say "professionalism" and "interpersonal
relationships," are those two different things or basically
the same thing in the way you are using the terms?
A. Well, they are linked.
Q. What would be an example of something that is a
problem with professionalism that you would not necessarily
say was a problem in terms of interpersonal relationships?
A. Well, I think that from a technical point of view,
she did not perhaps utilize to the fullest the resources of
the firm which a professional would take advantage of.
Q. In terms of interpersonal relationships?
A. We talked about that before.
Q. That would sort of subsume what our previous
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Q. I believe you had said that you   that
Ms. Hopkins significant problems  ith you,which you have
described, and you said, "and with others." Is that right?
Did you say "and with others"?
. I do not believe so.
Q. Do you know whether or not she had any such
"significant problems with others"?
A. I cannot answer that.
Q. You do not know?
A. I do not know.
Q. Of the partnership candidates who you knew
reasonably well who were up the same year that Ann Hopkins
was, that is the fall of 1982, for admission in July of 1983,
and I am not talking just about OGS, but around the firm
generally whom you happened to know, people who were actually
proposed, overall roughly where would you have ranked her?
A. The second half.
Q. Would she be at the very bottom of the list?
A. I do not recall who all the candidates were in
1982, so I cannot answer that question with any degree of
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Q. I understand that, but I am just -- your best
recollection at this time.
MR. SCHRADER: That is what he gave you when he
saying he cannot give it to you with any degree of
specificity.
MR. HURON: I am not talking about specificity. I
am just asking him as best as he can give.
MR. SCHRADER: What is the question then?
MR. HURON: Whether he things, as best as he can
recall, if she would have been right at the bottom of the
list. He said, "second half."
MR. SCHRADER: Oh, okay. The question is would
she be at the very bottom, if you can recall all of the
candidates and  
THE WITNESS: Well, I cannot recall all of the
candidates. I guess my answer to that is in view of the fact
that I rated her a "hold" she would not have been at the very
bottom. If she had been, I would have said, "No."
BY MR. HURON:
Q. Did you vote "No" on some of the candidates that
year?
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. I do not recall.
Q. Do you recall that everybody you voted on you
voted "Yes" on except for her?
A. I do not recall.
Q. Going back to the form we loo ed at earlier that
we did not mark, I am now looking at Item 10, which, I think
relates   let's see if we can stipulate first.




Q. This reflects that you ranked her in the third
quarter in terms of speaking skills?
A. Yes.
MR. SCHRADER: Yes, it does. We agree that the
number does reflect that.
MR. HURON: Yes.
BY MR. HURON:
Q. I am wondering why you gave her that rating in
terms of her speaking skills.
A. In terms of my judgment in connection  ith the
range of candidates proposed and admitted in the few
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proceeding years. That was my call.
Q. Am I correct in saying that you did not think she
communicated orally particularly well?
. That is not what that says. It says that in
comparison with the other candidates.
Q. I guess that is what I am trying to find out. Did
you think there were any problems with her oral
communications?
A. Yes.
Q. What were they?
A. In comparison with other candidates. This is a
judgment call in terms of that universe.
Q. But what were some of the factors that led you to
believe that hers were less worthy than others or -- some
examples of things -- do you think as a practical matter she
just was not very fluent?
A. Well, I can remember a couple of meetings at the
State Department where I did not think she performed well at
all in a presentation mode.
Q. Were these the orals?
A. No, sir.
Q. Were these during the engagement?
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Q. What happened at those meetings?
. I  o not recall precisely. I just felt that the
subject matter could have been much better covered.
Q. Do you know whether the client ever complained
about that?
A. I do not  now.
Q. You mentioned a while ago that she used profanity.
Did that strike you as unusual?
A. It is highly unusual in a professional
organization like ours.
Q. Partners do not swear?
A. Oh, occasionally for emphasis, but not as a
general rule of thumb.
Q. Did you ever talk to her about that?
A. No, sir.
Q. You never counselled her about her use of language
at all?
A. I am not certain.
Q. You may have?
A. I may have.
Q. Do you recall that a Mr. Marcellin of, I think.
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the Dallas office, who is a member of the Admissions
Committee, came to OGS in November of 1982 for an office visit
to talk about all the partnership candidates out of your
office?
A. The purpose of the visit was to allow any of the
partners who wished to discuss with him the candidates the
opportunity to do so.








I do not recall.
Do you recall whether or not you talked to him?
I did not talk to him.
Do you know whether that was simply because you
around? Do you recall why or what the circumstances
A. I made a conscious decision not to talk to him. I




A. That is correct.
Q. I take it by that time you had already submitted
long form, when you said you had nothing more to add.
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You had made your comments?
A. That is correct.
Q. Now, after that point, that is after November or
December of 1982 , the end of 1982 , the first part of 1983  
actually, let's go back to  ugust of 1982, because that is the
date I have been using.
When was the first time after August of 1982 that
you had any opportunity to work again with Ann Hopkins or did
you?
A. Yes. I was asked to do a second partner review of
the Real Estate Management engagement.
Q. When were you asked to do that?
A. It seems to me it was the February time frame,
something like that.
Q. February of 1983?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Who asked you to do that?
A.  om Beyer.
Q. Is this what is also known, at least  ithin Price
Waterhouse, what used to be known as a PAR 766 review?
A. That is correct.
Q. Can you describe how the review process worked?
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A. The review process focusses on the documentation
that has been developed in connection with the engagement and
will that documentation support the conclusions and
recommendations.
If everybody on the project were to drop dead
tomorrow, could somebody carry on based on the documentation
that was developed.
Q. How long did you spend reviewing the
documentation?
. I do not recall precisely, but it was probably
40   well, there were probably some meetings as well -- I
would guess 40 to 60 hours over a several month period.
Q. During that time, did you have any role on the
REMS project other than the review role. That is, were you
being called upon for any sort of technical advice or counsel
or was your sole function review?
A. During the course of that there was at least one
meeting and it is hard to differentiate between what was
review and what was technical advice in the sense that we
focussed in on the initial design as it related to the data
flow diagrams to support the various modules of that system.
And we talked that over from a system function
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standpoint and that resulted in certain changes to that
functional documentation.
Now, as such, that was really technical
assistance, but it would normally be done   I am not sure how
we differentiate between those two to be honest with you.
Q. So, in other words, I take it from what you are
saying one of the purposes of the review process in itself
provides some technical assistance along the way?
A. If that is appropriate.
Q. Now, Ann Hopkins was the engagement manager on the
REMS project. Is that right?
A. That is correct.
Q. She had started doing that around the first of the
year, the first of 1983?
A. I think it was earlier than that. November.
Q. The end of 1982?
A. Yes. Somewhere in that time frame.
Q. So REMS had been up and running under her
direction for two, three months roughly at the time you were
asked to do the second partner review back in early 1983?
A. Yes. There were some -- I do not remember all the
time frames. I did not get into it right away in February
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as I recall. Probably more like March of 1984.
Q. During the course of your review, did you have
discussions with Ann Hopkins or other staff members about
various matters that you were looking into?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you m ke suggestions?
A. Yes.
Q. And where those suggestions incorporated in some
of the work that was going on?
A. Some, yes.
Q. Do you recall when you actually put something down
on paper about your review?
A. The end of May or someplace around there.
Q. Do you recall when your com ents were actually
transmitted to the project team itself?
A. I do not recall. I gave the memo to Beyer as is
the case in terms of second partner reviews. Exactly what he
did with it at that point, I do not know.
Q. Did you see there being, as a result of your
review, matters that needed to be addressed on the REMS
project?
A. There were matters that were not addressed, some
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of which were correctable and some of which were not
correctable.
Q. In your mind, what was the most serious matter,
the single most?
A. Probably the single most serious problem, roughly
speaking, was the lack of defined methodologies in the earlier
phases of the engagement, particularly as it related to the
fact finding stage and the initial functional design stage.
Q. Are you saying there was more of a trial and error
approach than you thought  
A. Well, considering the staff that was involved in
that project, it was extremely important to provide those
people with some good guidance in the process of requirements
definition and interviewing; also particularly important, to
link the results of that with the proposed design document.
Q. You began that comment by saying particularly
"considering the staff that was involved." What do you mean
by that?
A. Well, as with every engagement, we do not have the
ideal staff to put on the engagement. That means it is really
the project manager's  rimary responsibility to blend together
the staff that are made available into an effective team in
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terms of the conduct of the engagement.
If you had the perfect staff, it would not be
difficult. You  ould just say, "Go out and do the job." But
that is not the case in most of our engagements.
Q. You said particularly on this one.
A. She had particularly light staff for the task at
hand. When I say, "light," I  ean inexperienced and
inexperience with PW.
Q. So, your thought was, particularly given this, and
I will use your term, "light staff" it was important that they
be given guidance at the outset in the areas of, I thin  you
said, requirements definitions, definition interviews and what
was the third, item, linking the results of both of those with
the  
A. With the design.
Q. With the design proposal. After you wrote your
report and gave it to Tom Beyer, the staff then submitted a
fairly lengthy document with attachments addressing the points
you had made. Is that correct?
A. That is correct.
Q. That was in July?
A. I do not recall exactly when.
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Q. Do you recall receiving and reviewing that
document?
A. I do.
Q. Do you recall after reviewing it writing Tom Beyer
a memo saying that you were satisfied that the  atters had
been addressed?
. I do not recall a memo exactly. I think that is
too broad a statement. I do not recall exactly what the memo
said.
There were certain thing that were not repairable.
We had to accept alternative approaches as opposed to what it
would have been   a more defined approach.
MR. HURON: I would li e to have this marked for
identification as Exhibit No. 3 to this deposition.
(Warder Deposition Exhibit  o. 3
was marked for identification.)
MR. HURON: For the record, this is a memo to the
files on second partner review, Real Estate Management Systems
Development Project, U.S. Department of State, from B. B.
Warder, September 24, 1983.
Also for the record, this is not a copy we
received from Price Waterhouse. I do not believe this document
is i
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the materials that we got from Price Waterhouse. You can
correct me if I am wrong. I do not think it is.
MS. IRELAND: I think it was in there.
MR. HURON: It was in the stuff we got?
MS. IRELA D: Yes.
MR. HURON: I will check that. Let's go off the
record a moment.
(Discussion off the record.)
MR. HURO : On the record.
BY MR. HURON:
Q. In the first paragraph you say, "The project team
responded to the writer's concerns," that is in your original
memo, "in a positive and constructive way."
ould it be accurate to say that the balance of
the memo lays out the ways in which the project team had
responded to your concerns?
A. (The witness perusing document.)
Yes. I think it is important to note that the
submission of that memo did not solve the problem. There were
actions taken by the project team that caused the problems to
be either solved or in the case of what I talked about is the
largest flaw, mitigated in the sense that there was acceptance
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of the functional design by the client.
The engagement management stuff did not get in
place until September, I thin  I note.
Q. There had never been any problems with it in terms
of acceptance by the client had there?
A. No.
Q. The client had never complained about any of this.
Right?
A. That is correct.
Q. You concluded by saying  
A. To the best of my knowledge. I mean, in the
second partner review, you do not get into that issue. You
deal only with the documentation that is in place.
Q. You concluded in this memo, and I am quoting, "All
in all, the writer is well satisfied that the engagement is on
track and the necessary quality insurance procedures are in
place."
A. That is correct.
Q. Sort of to summarize what had happened, you were
in the   I do not want to mark this, it was marked last week,
but looking at the first page of your original Par 766 memo  
and I think you agree that that is it, would you not?
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A. It appears to be.
Q. That indicates in the first paragraph that you had
spent eight hours on the review.  nd I was just wondering
whether that would be more accurate in the sense that it  as
written a couple of years ago than your testimony earlier that
you had spent 40 to 60 hours on it?
A. Well, I guess we are getting  ixed up, perhaps,
between the technical assistance and the review phase. As I
indicated, and I do not recall specifically when this meeting
took place, but there was an all day meeting at  y house.
The reason I recall that is because I had fallen
and sprained my ankle the day before   in which we discussed
the functional design in some depth. And there were further
meetings that, before perhaps putting this all together in a
review memo format and reviewing it with the project manager.
Q. But you would agree now that in terms of the
actual project review, PAR 766 review, we are talking about
eight hours?
A. Well, the things are interrelated. I cannot
effectively allocate that time between things that eventually
got reflected in the review memorandum and the actual time at
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that point I allocated to the review process.
Q. But at that time you allocated eight hours to the
review process?
A. As I said, there were considerably more hours than
that spent on the REMS engagement. To the extent that a
detailed understanding of the functional design contributed to
the findings in the review process, I cannot allocate hours
between those two.
Q. Looking again at the memo, which is Exhibit No. 3,
the second paragraph, last sentence, refers to an updated  ork
plan which is approved by the client in September.
Was it not the work plan that was prepared
initially in March which was approved by the client instead of
September or do you know?
A. I cannot answer that.
Q. Looking at the third paragraph, last sentence, I
believe which reviews to extensive reviews of the system
design, at that point those reviews were already in place,
were they not?
A. At what time?
Q. As of August?
A. Apparently so. That is what it says.
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Q. But does it give a precise date? That is what I
am trying to find out. I mean, it is not clear to me whether
you are speaking in the future tense or these things are
actually already in place and functioning.
A. No, they were in place and functioning.
Q. Now, after you signed off on this memo, the one in
September, Exhibit No. 3, did you engage in any other PAR 766
reviews with REMS?
A. I do not believe so.
Q. Any other activity at all in REMS?
A. No.
MR. HURON: I would like to have this  arked for
identification as Exhibit No. 4 to this deposition.
(Warder Deposition Exhibit No. 4
was marked for identification.)
MR. HURON: For the record, what has been marked
for identification as Exhibit 4 is a memorandum to the files
concerning the State Department REMS Project, signed Benton B.
arder, January 10, 1984.
BY MR. HUROi  :
Q. My understanding of this memo was that is referred
to a second PAR 766 review that you had done after the first
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one we just talked about. Looking at it, is that your
understanding, your recollection?
A. Yes, apparently there was some continuing work. I
do not recall it specifically.
Q. Have you had a chance to review that memo?
. Yes, sir.
Q. Having reviewed it, do you recall now the
circumstances?
A. Not in any degree of detail. I did, I guess, what
it says. Looked at the design, raised a couple of questions
and asked that Ann get some others involved to give her some
guidance.
Q. Was that what it says or did you ask that the
design structure be reviewed by someone who is familiar with
the  ang hardware and software other than yourself, because
you personally did not have that technical capability?
A. That is correct.
Q. So, you got someone who had the technical
expertise to look at what was going on?
A. That is correct.
Q. They signed off and said it was fine?
A. As I recall that memo, yes.
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Q. In terms of the general question of technical
ade uacy and documentation, systems requirements and so forth
on REMS, is it not true that the State Department itself hired
an independent consultant who revie ed the REMS technical
adequacy in these regards and concluded that it was
satisfactory?
A. I am not aware of that.
Q. You donot  now that?
A. No, sir.
Q. When you were doing the first PAR 766 review, what
was the response to the project team to your involvement at
that stage?
A. I do not know.
Q. Do you know what the State Department's reaction
to your involvement was?
A. No.
Q. Did you ever hear anything one way or the other?
A. No, sir.
Q. Who is Norm Hollander?
A. Norm Hollander is a partner in OGS, transferred
here from Miami in the spring.
Q. The spring of 1984?
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Did you know him before then?
Yes.
How long have you known him?
I had some acquaintanceship with him before he
partner and I think he became a partner in 1972 or
1973.
Q. Were you ever in the same office before this last
spring?
A. No, sir.
Q. Now, in August of 1983, at the time you were  
had completed your PAR 7 66 review of REMS   was there also a
quality control review?
A. That is correct.
Q. Hollander headed that up?
A.  hat is correct.
Q. As I understand it, Tom Beyer was out of the
office that week on vacation or somewhere?
A. That is correct.
Q. You had a liaison responsibility for the QCR team?
A. That is correct.
Q. What was that?
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A. Well, it was essentially to provide the
introductions to the staff members  hose engagements were
going to be reviewed and organize the social activities.
By that, I mean, it is common practice, because
one of the reasons for the QCR is exposure for potential
partner candidates -- is to have partners take them out to
dinner, lunch and so on and so forth.
Q. So, one of the principal purposes of the QCR is to
get people out of the office where they are and let them see
the -- meet some other partners in other offices of Price
aterhouse?
A. That is correct.
Q. Who were the individuals in that sort of senior
manager category who were on the project team?
A. Scott Kaufman, Guy Piper, a guy from LA, I do not







Who was principally among those -- were there  
not just focussing on REMS in the QCR were they?
No.
Other areas in OGS as well?
That is correct.
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Q. Was there any  
A. They reviewed four major engagements as I recall
it and then a number of medium sized ones.
Q. REMS being one of the major engagements?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Was there a manager who was principally
responsible for dealing with REMS?
A. Yes.
Q. Who was that?
A. Guy Piper.
Q. He is out of Denver?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. What discussions did you have with Norm Hollander
or Guy Piper or others concerning the REMS aspect of the QCR
as it was underway?
A. The only discussion that I can recall and I
believe it was with Hollander is that we did make them aware
that we had had an internal second partner review, but wanted
them to operate independent of the results of that.
Q. Did they have access to the review -- to the
internal review?
A. To my knowledge, they did not.
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Q. To the staff's response?
A. Pardon me?
Q. Did they have access, do you know, to the staff's
response?
A. I do not know.
Q. When was that discussion, can you recall?
A. Discussion?
Q. You said the discussion that you could recall with
the project team concerning REMS was that there had been an
internal review. You wanted them to be aware of that, but to
act independently. I am paraphrasing what I believe you said
a few minutes ago.
A. That is correct.
Q. I wondered when that discussion took place, when
they first came to town?
A. When they first came to the office.
Q. How long does the review process take? Is it a
one day affair or a one week deal or what?
A. They spent one week in the office.
Q. When did you learn of their tentative -- the
tentative nature of their report? When did you first learn
what they had written up or were going to write up?
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A. On Friday, when they had the review with all the
partners.
Q. Was Beyer in town then?
A. No, sir.
Q.  hat is the role of the systems requirements
definitions methodology on systems projects?
A. It is the standard methodology that has to be used
in all engagements that have that part of the life cycle as a
portion of it.
Q. That is referred to in shorthand terms as SF DM?
A. That is correct.
Q. How do you use it?
A. Well, it formulates the methodology for the
conduct of that portion of the engagement.
Q. Are all of your jobs done using it?
A.  ot all of them. Where it is not  sed for
whatever reason, sometime it will be a client requirement,
their own methodologies, then there is always a memo
justifying an alternative approach.
Q. Do you recall that in July of 1983 the OGS
partners met again to consider who are whether anyone would be
proposed out of your office for partnership as of July of
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I believe Tom Colberg was proposed at that time
and Ann Hopkins  as discussed but was not proposed out of the
office.
Do you recall discussions concerning her
candidacy?
A. Not in detail, but I remember discussions.
Q. You attended the meetings?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. What was your position on her candidacy at that
time?
A. I was negative on her candidacy.
Q. Did that represent for you a change in position
from the previous year or would you say you were basically in
the same posture as you had been previously?
A. It represented a change.
Q.  hy the change?
A. Well, I had seen more of the same, of the kinds of
human engineering problems that we discussed before and I felt
that from a technical standpoint she had not carried out this
engagement by -- according to firm standards, which gave me
some rise to question that.
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Q. I am sorry, I did not understand what you just
meant. You said it gave you "some rise to question that?"
A. Question her from a technical standpoint.
Q. So, in 1983, you were   in terms of your negative
position, you were referring both to what you called "human
engineering problems," plus the technical perspective. Is
that right?
. That is correct.
Q. The human engineering problems are the types of
things we discussed earlier?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Which I think at that point you  ere calling
interpersonal relationships?
A. Fine.
Q. It is all the same. Right?
A. Right.
Q.  hen you said you had seen more of the same on
that, what do you mean by that? In what context had you seen
more of the same?
A. Well, just her attitude around the office. Her
heavy-handed treatment of staff and others.
Q. To what extent where these observations of yours
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made as part of the PAR 766 review?
A. They were not.
Q. So, what you are talking about now in terms of the
interpersonal relations or human engineering problems are
things that you had just personally observed over the past ten
to twelve months?
A. Right.
Q. Not with respect to any particular project?
A. Well, with respect to the REMS project to the
extent that I had general responsibility for recruiting in the
office and Ann would run hot and cold on her staff.
One time they were -- one month they were great.
The next month, "We should fire the whole lot of them." In
that 766 review there are some comments regarding the
staffing problems.
Q. You said a while earlier that this particular
staff was light. Right?
A. Agreed.
Q. But in terms of your observations concerning staff
and so forth, this was in relation to your general duties
around the office rather than specifically working on PAR 766
or anything like that?
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A. That is correct.
Q. Did people complain to you about this?
. Some did, but it is more observation.
Q. Who complained?
A. Roy Bombard for one.
Q. Roy Bombard?
A. Yes.
Q. Who is Roy Bombard?
A. He is our recruiting manager.
Q. What did he say?
A. That Ann was trying to run roughshod over him in
terms of staffing and making impossible demands and then
changing it a wee  later.
Q. What about the staff itself?
A. They would not in the course of business unless
things were just impossible to get to that point.
Q. So, in other words, unless it was a really bad
situation they would not come to you and complain?
A. Completely intolerable.
Q. They did not come to you and complain?
A. That is correct. I would not have been in the
chain of command.
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Q. Anybody else besides Roy Bombard?
A. That is the specific instance I recall.
Q. Now, what about the   let me ask yo  about
something, just going bac , you said Ann Hopkins, in the
"hold" that you voted the previous year, had a few rough spots
and you indicated what those referred to.
Did you ever sit down with her after that and
say, after the decision had come out that she had not been
admitted to partnership, "Look, I think if you did  , B, and
C, this would improve your chances"?
A. No, I did not.
Q. Why not?
A. It wasnot my role. She could have sought me out
if she wanted to talk.
Q. But she did not know you voted "hold." Right?
A. I do not know.
Q. On the technical side, you said you had questions
about that resulting from your PAR 766 review. Is that right?
A. Yes.
Q. Those were basically the problems that we
discussed a few minutes ago?
A. Yes, sir.
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Q. We discussed how those were addressed by the staff
and you later signed off on a memo on them? A  I correct?  e
are talking about the same thing here?
A. Yes, but let there not be a misconception. What
happened is they moved on in terms of the development life
cycle. The issues that I raised were never repaired for some
of them.
Some of them were responded to and repaired and
others were erased, if I can say it that way. They moved down
the life cycle.
Q. Then did not come up again, I take it?
A. It was an entirely different focus as you moved
down the life cycle.
Q. The things that needed to be repaired were
repaired? The things that did not have to be were not?
MR. SCHRADER: That is not what he said. You
mischaracterized his testimony. Let it stand the way it is or
else ask him a question.
MR. HURON: All right.
BY MR. HURON:
Q. Looking back at Exhibit 3, your conclusion is that
everything is on track and the client is satisfied. Right?
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A. I cannot speak to the client's satisfaction.
Q. In the third paragraph on the first page, did you
not speak to the client's satisfaction. "  number of
procedures had been put in place which will insure that the
client will be satisfied with the products of the engagement"?
A. That does not say the client is satisfied.
Q. Okay. I guess it says, given what is going on,
the client ought to be satisfied. Right?
A. That is correct.
Q. You are satisfied that things are on tracs. at this
point?
A. That is correct.
Q. Who else in the office, in OGS, in 1983 at the
time partnership proposals were being considered, was opposed
or was negative, as you put it, on Hopkins' candidacy?
A. Well, I do not recall all the discussion of what
was said.
Q. I understand. Usually there are a couple, three
people who -- are there not at meetings like this who tend to
talk more and voice their views and it is clear?
A. The one that is clear in my mind is Don Eplebaum.
Q. So, you and Eplebaum were sort of on the same wave
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length on this articular issue?
A. No, I think we both saw it differently, but our
conclusions were the same.
Q. You both felt negative   strongly negative?
. That is correct.
Q. Do you recall what Eplebaum's reasoning was?
A. Well, it ran to some of the human engineering
aspects, but he had a lot more specificity than I did.
Q. Did he have any concerns on the technical side
that you can recall?
A. I believe he did raise some.
Q. Do you kno  what they were?
A. I do not recall at this point.
Q. Do you recall the the positions of any of the
other partners?
A. Not clearly.
Q. Tom Beyer had so e notes of the meetings and we
have been provided with copies of them and I would like --
which were summarizing what so e of the partners were saying
about Ms. Hopkins' candidacy. He had some references to
comments you had made among others.
One item in which you had said -- that Ann had
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said to you, "I was awful to you on State." Do you recall
saying that Ann ha  said that to you and, if so, do you recall
what it meant in context?
A. Yes. I cannot remember the exact timing. It was
sometime in the winter of 1982 - 1983. Ann sought me out and,
in effect, asked me xr I supported her candidacy. This was
after the submission of the canvass form, some   maybe one or
two months after that.
I do not quite understand totally why she did
this, but we had a discussion of perhaps a half an hour or 45
minutes in length in which -- and perhaps you can call it a
counselling session in which I indicated that some of my
disappointment in terms of work performance again related to
the State Department, because, of course, I not yet had any
experience with REMS at that point in time.
During the course of that, I was very critical as
to our interpersonal relationships on the State Department
job. And I think to quote her, she said, "Yeah, I was real
asshole to you on that job." And when I asked her why, she
did not have an explanation.
Q. What did you say to her generally during that
meeting?
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A. We talked primarily about the problems that we had
had in the form of consult.
Q.  hat did you suggest?
A. Her job is to support the project partner and
protect them and keep them informed.
Q. This is what you were telling her, that as a
project manager, her job was to support the project partner,
protect him and keep him informed?
A. That is right.
Q. How did she respond?
A. That she now recognized that.
Q. Was anything else discussed in that meeting?
A. I do not recall anything else.
Q. What was your feeling at the end of it? Did you
feel like it had been a positive session?
A. Yes, I felt much better about our personal
relationship and Ann's understanding of her responsibility as
a project manager.
Q. Tom Beyer also says that you had said during the
course of the, again, July 1983 partner meetings that you
thought there were serious deficiencies on the FBO job. Is
that the REMS project?
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Q. Those are the types of things we had been
referring to earlier?
A. That is correct.
Q. He also has you saying at one point that "Ann
Hopkins lacks leadership." Do you recall having said that or
having posed a statement to that effect?
A. I do not recall that specific statement.
Q. Do you recall believing that at the time?
A. Yes, in the context of statesmanship like
leadership. And what I mean by that is Ann always did things
for Ann and other people's office needs or anything else were
seldom considered. It was in Ann's best interest. So, it was
a broader context of leadership.
Q. Was this something that you had felt for some time
or this was something that was  
A. I had felt that for some time.
Q. You felt the same way previously basically when
you -- is that one of the reasons you were considering her as
a "hold" the previous year because of this question about
broad gauge leadership?
A. It all runs to professionalism and the capability
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of functioning effectively as a partner.
Q.  ould you be surprised that you had rated her in
the upper half on leadership back in 1982 the second quartile?
A. Could be.
Q. But it would not be consistent with  hat you were
just saying, would it?
A. Perhaps not.
Q. There was another comment that   and I am trying
to get the timing down on it   you had said something to the
effect that Ann had had a "very restful summer before she
started FBO." Do you know what the context of that was? Do
you recall having made a comment along those lines?
A. I do not really recall.
Q. Do you recall when she started the -- well, I
think you already testified she started the FBO project, you
thought probably in November of 1982.
A. That is correct.
Q. Is it not true that immediately before that she
had been in St. Louis working on a Farmers Home proposal?
A. I am not sure of the timing on that. There was
effort on that proposal in kind of the June to November time
frame.
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Q. You do not know how much effort she personally put
in on it?
A. Not in terms of hours, no.
Q. You do know that Price Waterhouse got awarded they
contract?
A. Yes, I am aware of that.
Q. Some references in the notes, comments, not made
by you, as I recall, specifically   about coarseness. Do you
recall what that discussion was about?
A. No, I really do not.
Q. At one point, Beyer has a series of notes where he
is writing down your comments, which -- where you made a
comment to the effect that this was a "personality race." Do
you recall using the term "personality race" or some term like
that in talking about this?
A. Is that attributed to me?
Q. Yes.
A. I do not recall that.
Q. Under that it says, "Ann has made a very
contribution to OGS in a number of ways, but that this must be
balanced against perception that she's not well liked."
Do you recall having made a general statement to
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A. It could have been. I do not remember
specifically.
Q. What I just said, would that have accurately
encapsulated your views? Do you want me to read it again?
A. Don't you have two separate thoughts there?
Q. Yes. It is a two-fold thing. It says, "Ann has
made a very important contribution to OGS in a number of
ways." I guess that is point number one.
Second, "Must balance the perception that she
isnot well liked." I guess I am asking is that how you  ere
looking at things at the time?
A.  ell, yes, in the view that everybody recognized
that Ann made a contribution. All of our people make a
contribution.
Q. Pardon me?
A. All of our people make a contribution.
Q. But she had a made more significant contributions
than most. Right?
A. I would not agree with that.
Q. Would you look at your Exhibit No. 2, your 1982
"hold" comments. You characterize her as "having made a
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major contribution to the firm." Is that not right?
A. That is correct.
Q. Everybody   did every manager at Price Waterhouse
make a major contribution to the firm?
A. Most that are on the -- or were proposed for
admission had.
Q. It was major in terms of bringing in the volume of
business that she did?
A. That cannot be attributed entirely to  nn.
Q. Is it major in terms of chargeable hours?
A. Again, I say that cannot be attributed entirely to
Ann.
Q. Mr. Warder, when you say somebody makes a major
contribution to something, do you   are you not trying to
distinguish them from other people? Or is that just a word
you use freely?
A. I do not know exactly what I had in mind here.
Obviously it is consistent with my comment later that she has
made a contribution and that has got to be balanced against
the negatives.
Q. And the negative is that she is not well liked?
A. I think it is fair to state that there are a
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number of negatives that a number of people brought up.  nd
they relate it to this area of human engineering as you --
again, we call it a number of different things, but that is
what we are talking about?
A. I do not recall all the specifics.
Q. Would it be fair that to the best of yo r
recollection that is the general category?
A. To the best of my recollection, that is the
general category.
Q.  hat happened finally as a result of the meetings
on  nn Hopkins, the partnership meetings considering whether
or not to propose her? Do you recall exactly what the upshot
was?
A. Yes, Tom called for a vote.
Q. What did you vote on, whether or not to propose
her or whether or not to  
A. Whether or not to propose her in 1983.
Q. The result was not  
A. That is correct.
Q. Do you recall what the vote was?
A. No, I donot specifically.
Q. Do you recall anybody, really besi es you and
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Q. Do you recall   I think I a  asking a question we
got into earlier, but since you mention the vote, I wonder if
you recall the positions of anybody besides you and Don
Eplebaum?
A. As I recall there were a number of people that
voted "no."
Q. Was there any discussion of whether or not she
would be put on hold within OGS for another year?
A. Yes, sir, there was.
Q.  hat was the result of that discussion?
A. That was the agreement.
Q. That is what you were voting on?
A. I do not recall whether that was the vote or not.
Q. You are not sure what the vote -- the specific
proposition on the table at the time of the vote?
A. Well, I guess that is true.
Q. Do you know what Ann Hopkins was told following
the partners meetings?
A. It is my understanding that she was to be told
exactly that.
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Q. "Exactly that" being?
A. That she was on hold within OGS, woul  not be
proposed, but would be considered for 1984.
Q. Do you recall what she was to be told about the
likelihood of success was the next year?
A. I do not believe that was the subject of any
discussion.
Q. When you were on the FMS-1 project back in 1980,
did you have occasion to travel overseas in connection with
the project?
A. Yes, sir.
Q.  as there a trip to Asia at one point?
A. India and Southeast Asia.
Q. Do you recall how the travel arrangements were
ade on that?
A. I do not understand.
Q. Do you recall how the flights were booked and the
itinerary was set up and so forth?
A. No, I really do not.
Q. Do you recall suggesting that a particular travel
agent be used?
A. Yes.
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Q. Who as that?
A. Adventures In Travel.
Q. Is that someone other than the regular Price
iouse agent?
A. Yes.
Q. Were they actually used on the trip. Adventures In
Travel?
A. For some of the bookings they were.
Q. Was there any problem with the bookings they made?
A. Not that I know of.
Q. Taiwan?
A. I do not   I did not go to Taiwan. I do not know
if there were any problems or not. I did not hear of any
problems at the time.
Q. Why did you suggest that that agent be used rather
than the normal firm agent?
A. It is a friend of mine who specializes in
international travel.
Q. What is his name?
A. At the time, we used an agency that did not do
very much of that.
Q. Who is the friend?
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Q. When did you learn that( nn Hopkins was leaving
Price  aterhouse?
A. I cannot recall to be honest with you.
Q. Was it after she left or before? Do you recall
that?
A. I think she submitted a letter and then I heard
about it after that. Really those circumstances are very
fuzzy to me.
MR. HURON: I would like to suggest that we take a
very short break and I think we can finish up very shortly
after that.
MR. SCHRADER: Sure. Five minutes?
MR. HURON: Yes. Off the record.
(A short recess was taken.)
MR. HURON: On the record.
BY MR. HURO :
Q. Mr. Warder, I want to make sure that I have one
thing absolutely clear based on your recollection, because I
think it differs from what Mr. Beyer said.
That is, looking back to the 1982 partnership
proposal for Ann Hop ins, which is our Exhibit No. 1 here, it
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is your recollection, I take it -- I just want to make sure
this is clear -- that you had absolutely nothing to do with
the preparation of any of the drafts for that recommendation?
A. That is correct.
Q. Your only input was in terms of partnership
meetings where all partners had an opportunity to comment on
drafts that had already been prepared?
A. That is correct.
Q. You never took one of those drafts and then
polished it up further yourself?
A. Not that I recall.
Q. I had asked you earlier whether in 1982 whether
you recall opposing any person for partnership and you said
you did not recall having done so, but you just were not
absolutely sure.
A. Yes. I cannot even remember who was on the list
in 1982.
Q. Do you recall since, say, 1980, whether you have
ever voted "No" on partnership candidates?
A. I have.
Q. Do you recall who?
THE WITNESS: Should I answer that?
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THE WITNESS: Spencer Ferebee, for one, that I can
recall.
BY MR. HURON:
Q. Do you recall any others?
A. I do not recall any others.
Q. Do you recall in the same time period since 1980
any holds besides Ann Hopkins, that is any candidates for whom
you voted "hold" besides Ann Hop ins?
A. I really do not recall.
Q. Do you have any opinions, generally, concerning
women wh have children working?
A. No.
Q. Do you recall ever making a comment that if a
woman has more than two children, she should not be working?
A. I do not.
Q- Is it possible that you made a comment like that?
A. It is unlikely.
Q. You are absolutely sure you never have?
A. You can never be absolutely sure.
MR. HURO : Nothing further.
MR. SCHRADER: We have no questions.
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(Whereupon, the deposition of BENTON B. WARDER was
concluded at 12:40 o'clock p.m.)
**********
I have read the foregoing pages which reflect a
correct transcript of the answers given by me to the questions
herein recorded.
DATE DEPONENT
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